In this paper, we reconsider a circular cylinder horizontally floating on an unbounded reservoir in a gravitational field directed downwards, which was studied by Bhatnargar and Finn 1 in 2006. We follow their approach but with some modifications. We establish the relation between the total energy E T relative to the undisturbed state and the total force F T , that is,
, where h is the height of the center of the cylinder relative to the undisturbed fluid level. There is a monotone relation between h and the wetting angle φ 0 . We study the number of equilibria, the floating configurations and their stability for all parameter values. We find that the system admits at most two equilibrium points for arbitrary contact angle γ, the one with smaller φ 0 is stable and the one with larger φ 0 is unstable. The initial model has a limitation that the fluid interfaces may intersect. We show that the stable equilibrium point never lies in the intersection region, while the unstable equilibrium point may lie in the intersection region. 
I. INTRODUCTION
This study of a circular cylinder horizontally floating on an unbounded bath is motivated by the ground breaking paper of Bhatnagar and Finn 1 . They considered equilibrium configurations and their stability from both the energy and the total force points of view. They gave a surprising example with two distinct equilibrium configurations. We are interested in investigating the number of equilibrium configuration and their stability for all values of the parameters. We will follow Bhatnagar and Finn's approach but with some modifications.
In Sec. II, we consider the total energy relative to the undisturbed fluid E T and establish the relation between it, and the total force F T :
where h is the height of center. This relation provides a convenient way to analyze the stability of equilibrium configurations based only on F T . In Sec. III, we study the behavior of the total force curve and conclude there are at most two equilibrium configurations. The initial model has a limitation due to the possible intersection of fluid interfaces that is not physically realizable. In Sec. IV, we discuss the intersection condition of the fluid interfaces.
Taking this into consideration, we determine the number of equilibria and their stability in the physically realizable cases for typical contact angles.
The validity of "Young's diagram" has been widely discussed in recent literature. Bhatnagar and Finn 1 assert that the surface tension force F σ acts only along the fluid interface. The relation (1) we obtained implicitly supports their assertion. Related discussions of Young's diagram and Finn's counterexample can also be found in (Refs. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] .
Archimedes' principle is not in general correct when the air/liquid interface is not flat due to the presence of surface tension. McCuan and Treinen study Archimedes' principle and capillarity in Ref. 7 . In Appendix B, we discuss the validity of Archimedes' principle for the floating cylinder problem in presence of the surface tension.
A. Fluid Interface and Configuration
Suppose an infinite reservoir of fluid has its interface with the air at the zero level.
Introduce an infinite circular cylinder of radius a floating horizontally on the infinite reservoir and assume the free fluid level is unchanged. If we admit the presence of surface tension, the fluid will be lifted up or pushed down to the fluid height u. Consider the fluid interface on the right. The inclination angle ψ is measured counterclockwise from the positive horizontal direction. When u > 0, ψ ranges from the top (ψ = −π) to the free fluid level ψ = 0.
Oppositely, ψ ranges from 0 to π when u < 0 (see Fig. 1b ). Assume that all the fluid, the air and the cylinder are homogeneous. Considering a unit length along the cylinder, our ideal model turns into a two-dimensional problem. Viewing the cross section in Fig. 1a , we set the center of the cylinder on the vertical axis. At the contact point between the fluid and the cylinder, we define the contact angle γ, the inclination angle ψ 0 and the wetting angle φ 0 . Immediately, we obtain the geometric constraint:
B. The Capillary Equation
Since the configuration is symmetric about the vertical axis, it suffices to look at the fluid interface on positive side, x > 0. Geometrically, the curvature of the fluid interface dψ ds is proportional to the fluid height u with constant κ, that is the one-dimensional capillary
where s is the arc length, κ = ρg σ is known as the capillary constant, σ is surface tension along the fluid interface, ρ is the density difference of the fluid and the air, and g is the acceleration due to gravity.
We assume the fluid height u goes to zero asymptotically as ψ → 0. That is
The capillary Eq. (3) with the boundary condition (4) admits a unique solution u(ψ) and x(ψ) up to translation. This solution is classically known and can be traced back to Laplace and Euler.
Finn and Bhatnagar 1 have given the solution in terms of ψ. We modify the solution to treat u > 0 and u < 0 simultaneously and to be consistent with our notation.
At the contact point, the horizontal distance is x 0 = a sin φ 0 , the fluid height at x 0 is
The height of the center h = a cos φ 0 + u 0 , therefore
FIG. 2:
The coordinates of the contact point x 0 and u 0 , and the height of the center h.
II. FORCE ANALYSIS AND TOTAL ENERGY APPROACH
A. Derivation of the Total Energy E T In this section, following the method of Gauss 8 , we determine all the potential energies of the floating cylinder system. Because of the unboundedness of the fluids, we consider the relative energy to avoid the confusion of infinite energy. The types of energies will be It is helpful to break E F into two parts E F 1 and E F 2 ,
where y is the vertical height from the free fluid level to the bottom of the cylinder (see Fig. 4 ). For computation details, see Appendix A. Thus,
The same expression of E F holds for the general case.
The total energy E T can be expressed of the sum of the above four energies.
The full expression of E T (ψ 0 , φ 0 ) is
With κ = ρg σ , β = cos γ and the geometric constraint ψ 0 = φ 0 + γ − π, after some calculation, the total energy E T (ψ 0 , φ 0 ) can be converted to
B. Analysis of the Forces
By symmetry, the surface tension forces in the horizontal direction cancel so that the net force in the horizontal direction is zero. Thus we only need to consider forces in the vertical direction. Bhatnagar and Finn 1 give an analysis of the forces. We suppose upward is the positive direction and modify the expression of the forces as follows.
FIG. 5:
Gravitational, buoyant and surface tension forces.
1. The gravitational force F G is caused by the downward pointed gravitational field g and the mass of a unit length m. F G can be expressed as
2. The buoyant force F B arises from the pressure of fluid acting on the floating object (see Fig. 6 ). With the outer unit normal of the cylindern c and the unit vertical upward pointing vectork, the buoyant force has the form:
where the centripetal component pressure F = ρgyn c and |Σ| denotes the wetted region.
FIG. 6: Computation of buoyant force.
F B can be calculated by integrating with respect to φ instead of s. As a result,
With no surface tension, the divergence theorem leads to Archimedes' principle. But Archimedes' principle is not generally correct when the surface tension is present (see Appendix B).
3. The surface tension force:
in 1805, Thomas Young 10 derived the formula to determine the contact angle γ in terms of three surface tensions. Fig. 7a is known as "Young's diagram". Balancing the forces tangential to the solid gives
where σ is the air/liquid surface tension, σ 1 and σ 2 are the air/solid and the liquid/solid surface tension, respectively. that the surface tension acts only along the fluid interface.
In our case, the vertical component of the surface tension is
Therefore, the full expression of F T (φ 0 ) is
C. Relation between the Total Energy and the Total Force
As minimizing the total energy E T (φ 0 ) in Eq. (17) is laborious, we'll introduce a more convenient approach. Firstly, we observe the one-to-one correspondence between h(φ 0 ) and One main result is the relation between E T and F T , which follows by the chain rule:
For details, see Appendix C. The relation in (24) leads to the following equivalences.
and F T have the same sign, that is
Assume thatφ 0 ∈ (0, π) is the critical point for E T (φ 0 ), then
Thus the critical pointφ 0 for E T (φ 0 ) is equivalent to the force balance point F T φ 0 = 0.
We rearrange Eq. (24) and differentiate with respect to φ 0 , then
If we evaluate atφ 0 , we have the following sign equivalence from Eq. (27)
Thusφ 0 is a local minimum if sign
With the equivalences above, we will focus on F T instead of E T in minimizing the total energy. The next stage is to find the force balance point. Two techniques, nondimensionalization and Fourier decomposition, will be introduced. 
where A also has the form A = π ρm ρ , where ρ m is the density difference between the cylinder and the air. B is known as the Bond number, which is the ratio of gravitational to surface tension forces. It'll be convenient to introduce C = √ B = √ κa. The equation of the total force F T in (23) can be expressed as
If we define a characteristic force as F c = 1σ, where 1 is a unit length of the horizontal cylinder, we have the dimensionless form of the total forceF T :
E. Trigonometric Series
We writeF (32) is mainly comprised of trigonometric functions sine and cosine. A Fourier decomposition can be applied andF T can be written as the trigonometric series in terms of
The projection formulas give the expression of the coefficients.
where a n is the coefficient of cos
and b n is the coefficient of sin
The total force equationF T in (32) can be transformed to the followinĝ
where A only appears in constant term, thus
does not depend on A. We write
III. STABILITY BEHAVIOR
We wish to study the stability behavior of our floating cylinder system. First of all, we have to find the equilibria based on the equivalence relation in Eq. (26) . In this section, the inequalities in Eqs. (42), (43), (45), (46), (47), (48), (49) and (51) are checked with Matlab.
,F T curve has the following two properties:
1.F T is centrally symmetric with respect to the point
π 2 ,F T π 2 .
There are two critical points forF
) and the other is in (
Proof.
2. We'll apply the intermediate value theorem to
We have a sign change of , π , since
Moreover,
is strictly increasing on 0,
, which follows from
is continuous on 0, In addition, the number of equilibria and their stability can be determined, as follows. 
and it is unstable if
Proof. Based on Theorem III.1,F T decreases at the beginning then reaches the first critical point, and thenF T increases until reaching the second critical point, finallyF T decreases (see Fig. 8 ).
Moreover, at φ 0 = 0, we haveF
At φ 0 = π, we haveF
From Eqs. (37) and (38), we obtain
The behavior ofF T shows it admits at most two equilibrium points. Ifφ 02 exists, it would be always greater than the second critical point ofF T (φ 0 ), thusφ 02 ∈ ( π 2 , π). Their stability immediately comes from the criteria (29a) and (29b). For the
We also consider how the values of A affect the number of equilibria ofF T . Since A only appears in the constant term ofF T , if the value of A increases, the curve ofF T will shift down (see Fig. 9 ). Given the value of C, we define A * such that
where
is the second critical point ofF T . Unfortunately, A * has to be found numer- .
Range of A Number of Equilibria Stability
, the behavior ofF T (φ 0 ) depends on sign
at the end point φ 0 = 0.
This leads to the following theorem:
, there are two types of behavior of the total forceF T curve. . If
If
where γ = π and φ 0 = 0. The inequality in (41) gives the underlined terms in the
Inequality (42) is obtained by showing that the coefficients of different powers of C are positive. Matlab is used to check that the coefficient of C is positive. Moreover,
Applying the intermediate value theorem again, with
Thus, we concludeF T has a critical point, which lies in 0,
where the condition in (44) implies the monotonicity ofF T in 0,
the equality only holds for φ 0 = 0. Therefore,F T increases on 0,
Hence,F T is increasing on
, π , we have
Moreover, at φ 0 = π 2 and φ 0 = π,
is monotone decreasing on , C = 0.5 and A = 1 such that , with
and equality holds only when both φ 0 and γ are 0. Therefore,
By the intermediate value theorem, there exists φ *
(φ * 0 ) = 0. As a result,F T (φ 0 ) decreases then reaches the critical point, and then increases.
Next, we consider
Therefore,F T (φ 0 ) increases on
3. Finally, we consider φ 0 ∈ 3π 4
, π . We distinguish the following cases:
The inequality in (50) leads to the following result
In addition, if γ = 0, , C = 0.5 and A = 1 such that
Based on Theorem III.5, there are two type of behaviorF T for γ < , C = 3 and A = 1 such that , there exists asymptotic approximations of φ * 0 (C) and A * (C) as C → ∞ and C → 0. In this section, we find these asymptotic series by applying the real analytic implicit function theorem 13 to the following equation:
ThenF T (φ * 0 (C); A * (C)) = 0 can be solved explicitly for A * (C). See Ref. 9 for more details. 
As
= π + a 1 C + a 2 C 2 + .... We obtain A * = 2 C 2 + 2 + π − 2 √ 2C + O(C 2 ),(53)φ * 0 = π − √ 2C + 2C 2 − 7 12 √ 2C 3 + O(C 4 ).(54)
As C → ∞
Since a regular asymptotic series doesn't work in this case, we modify the power series 
The performance of the asymptotic series is shown in Fig. 14 .
IV. ILLUSTRATING THE NUMBER OF EQUILIBRIA
There is a possibility that fluid interfaces on the two sides of the cylinder intersect, 
A. Intersection Condition
We first consider the ψ < 0 case. We find that the intersection of the fluid interfaces happens if the fluid interfaces are non-graph and the horizontal distance of the fluid interface on the right attains a non-positive value (see Fig. 15 ). We summarize the following three conditions for the intersection of the fluid interfaces.
≥ C sin φ 0 .
FIG. 15:
The intersection of the fluid interfaces for the ψ < 0 case.
The conditions are similar for the ψ > 0 case. We encode the intersection conditions by defining an intersection function , π ,
− γ, π . In addition, I(φ 0 , C) = 0 is the boundary curve between the intersection region and the non-intersection region. We have that the pair (φ 0 , C) lies in the nonintersection region if and only if I(φ 0 , C) > 0. In Fig. 16 and Fig. 17 , we give two examples of the intersection of fluid interfaces in the shaded region.
We would like to know whether or not the equilibrium points lie in the intersection region.
The following Theorem IV.1 shows the equilibrium point(s) lie in the non-intersection region for γ ≤ Proof.
, there is always no intersection for φ 0 ∈ (0, π) since the interface is a graph (φ 0 = 0, π are not equilibrium points, therefore they are not taken into account. , π .
When γ < π 2
, we have the intersection happens when I(φ 0 , C) ≤ 0 for φ 0 ∈ 0,
Suppose there exist an equilibrium pointφ 0 ∈ (0, π 2
− γ] (φ 0 = 0 is not an equilibrium point). The smallestφ 0 appears when A = 0, denoted asφ 0 min .
We arrange Eq. (58) to obtain a quadratic equation of C.
sin(φ 0 min ) and q = −2 sin(φ 0 min + γ) < 0. Thus, C can be solved,
where " + " is valid since C > 0.
We apply Eq. (60) to the intersection function Eq. (57) and obtain
forφ 0 min ∈ (0, , thus
We arrange Eq. (62) to obtain a quadratic equation of C.
, π] and p = 2 sin 
where " + " is valid, since C > 0.
We apply Eq. (64) to the intersection function Eq. (57) and obtain
, π]. Eq. (65) is evaluated numerically with Matlab.
Thus, the stable equilibrium point always lies in the non-intersection region.
B. C vs A: Regions with Different Numbers of Equilibria
We study the number of equilibria in Sec. III. While in this section, we would like to discuss the number of equilibria in consideration of the intersection condition. Since A, C and contact angle γ will affect the number of equilibria of our floating system, the C vs A region will be helpful and clear. Examples with typical contact angles (e.g. γ = 0,
and π) will be given. In the C vs A plane, we define C i as the boundary curves between the regions with different number of equilibria. According to the discussion of the behavior of theF T curve in Sec. III, the sign ofF T (π) and the sign ofF
, play important roles in determining the number of equilibria. An equilibriumφ 0 is in the non-intersection region when I(φ 0 , C) > 0. The boundary curves C i can be expressed as follows
3. C 3 :F T (φ 02 ) = 0, whereφ 02 satisfies I(φ 02 , C) = 0.
Only the curve C 1 can be solved for analytically, that is,
While, the critical point of
, φ * 0 and the angleφ 02 have to be solved for numerically. In the following examples, we will analyze the boundary curves C i and plot the C vs A regions.
Example One: γ = 0
When γ = 0, we have dF T dφ 0 (π) = 2 > 0 so thatF T has at most one equilibrium point, denoted asφ 0 if it exists. Therefore, C 1 , the boundary between the zero equilibrium point region and the one equilibrium point region, has the following expression
In Fig. 18 , the one equilibrium point region is to the left of C 1 and the no equilibrium point region is to the right of C 1 . By Theorem IV.1, the equilibrium point never lies in the intersection region.
Example Two
(π) can be either nonnegative or negative. We have the following two cases:
1. . In this case,F T has at most one equilibrium point, denoted asφ 0 if it exists.
When C ∈ [0, C 0 ], the boundary curve C 11 (A) iŝ
where A ∈ [A 0 , ∞) and A 0 satisfies C 11 (A 0 ) = C 0 . Moreover, C 11 (A) is the boundary curve between the zero equilibrium point region and the one equilibrium point region.
The zero equilibrium point region is above C 11 (A) and the one equilibrium point region is below C 11 (A).
In this case, there is no φ * 0 > π 2
. Thus, C 2 curve is not defined on A ∈ [A 0 , ∞).
2.
In this case,F T has at most two equilibrium points, denoted asφ 01 andφ 02 if they exist.
When C > C 0 , the boundary curve C 12 (A) iŝ
Since
is the boundary curve between the one equilibrium point region and the two equilibrium points region. The one equilibrium point region is to the left of C 12 (A) and the two equilibrium points region is to the right of C 12 (A).
Moreover, C 11 (A) in (67) and C 12 (A) in (68) can be combined together, denoted by
In this case, the critical point φ * 0 > π 2 exists and C 2 (A) can be obtained numerically on A ∈ (π, A 0 ].
In Fig. 19 , the region between the curve C 1 (A) and C 2 (A) is the two equilibrium points 
Example Three
, the intersection of the fluid interfaces never happens by Theorem IV.1.
We have the explicit expression for the boundary curve C 1 (A) = , π , I(φ 0 , C) is needed to test their validity. Therefore C 3 (A) is the boundary curve between the one valid and one invalid equilibrium point region and the two (valid) equilibrium points region.
IfF T (π) > 0,F T admits exactly one equilibrium pointφ 0 . Since I(φ 0 , C) > 0, the equilibrium point never lies in intersection region. WhenF T (π) = 0,φ 0 = π is also an equilibrium point, but it's invalid (since I(π, C) < 0). Therefore, C 1 (A) is the boundary curve between the one equilibrium point region and the one valid, one invalid equilibrium point region. Explicitly, we have the form C 1 (A) =
In Fig. 21 , the one equilibrium point region is below C 1 (A), the zero equilibrium point region is above C 2 (A). The one valid, one invalid equilibrium point region is bounded by C 1 (A) and C 3 (A). The two (valid) equilibrium points region is bounded by C 2 (A) and C 3 (A). . 0 indicates the zero equilibrium point region, 1 indicates the one equilibrium point region, 1v1iv indicates the one valid, one invalid equilibrium point region and 2 indicates the two (valid) equilibrium points region.
Example Five: γ = π
When γ = π, the results are similar to the previous case, γ = . The same strategy can be applied to obtain C 2 (A) and C 3 (A). The only difference is that the boundary curve C 1 between the one equilibrium point region and the one valid, one invalid equilibrium point region is A = π (see Fig. 22 ). 
C. An Example That Admits Two Configurations
In this section, we give an example that admits two configurations. With contact angle γ = 
V. CONCLUSION AND RELATED WORK
We have studied the floating configurations and their stability of a horizontal cylinder on an infinite reservoir. Two new elements were found: 1) the relation (1) between the relative total energy E T and the total force F T , which was used for determining the stability Based on − dE T dh = F T , the sign equivalence, sign(
, gives a convenient way to minimize E T . ,F T admits at most two equilibrium pointsφ 01 andφ 02 , the smaller equilibrium pointφ 01 is stable and the larger equilibrium pointφ 02 is unstable. In addition, ifF T admits only one equilibrium pointφ 0 and
F T admits at most one equilibrium pointφ 0 which is stable.
In the analysis of forces, we assume the surface tension force F σ exists only along the fluid interface, which contradicts Young's diagram. While the relation −
, there is always no intersection of the fluid interfaces, and when γ = , π, we discuss the boundary curves between the regions with different numbers of equilibria.
Treinen 12 also studied the unbounded horizontal cylinder problem for both the ρ m < 0 and the ρ m > ρ cases. In the ρ m > ρ (A > π) case, our study agrees with Treinen's conjecture 1, the system admits at most two equilibrium points, the smaller one is stable and the larger one is unstable. The discussion of the ρ m < 0 case can be seen in Remark III.1.
Moreover, for the 0 < ρ m < ρ (0 < A < π) case, there is only one configuration, which is stable. For the ρ 0 = ρ (A = π) case, it is analogous to the 0 < ρ m < ρ case except for γ = π.
When γ = π, there are two equilibrium points, but the larger oneφ 0 = π is not physically realizable (see Remark IV.1).
The horizontal cylinder behaves different in a laterally finite container than in the un- In this section, the detailed derivation of both surface tension energy E σ and the fluid potential energy E F are given.
Surface Tension Energy E σ
When the fluid interface is a graph, we have discussed the surface tension energy E σ has the form E σ = 2σ lim
We rearrange the integrals above, E σ = 2σ lim Therefore, we have the surface tension energy
Fluid Potential Energy E F
In the case when the fluid interface and the cross section of the wetted region are both graphs, we break the fluid potential energy E F into two parts.
E F = 2ρg
where y is the vertical height of the bottom of the cylinder and u is the fluid height, shown in Fig. 4 , they have the form
y(φ) = h − a cos φ. Moreover, if the fluid interface or the cross section of the wetted region is not a graph (see Fig. 25a and Fig. 25b ), the expression of E F (ψ 0 , φ 0 ) also holds. But in addition, we have to assume that there is no intersection of the fluid interfaces.
Appendix B: Analysis of the Buoyant Force
In this section, we will examine how Archimedes' principle works in the no surface tension case and another way to approach buoyant force using the divergence theorem.
The buoyant force has the form:
where the centripetal component pressure F = ρgyn c ,n c is the outer unit normal of the cylinder,k is the unit vertical vector pointing upward and Σ is the wetted region of the cylinder. 
